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ST PAUL’S CHURCH, COVENT GARDEN
GAS LAMPS

The Gas Lamps were installed in 1870.
Paint samples were taken from two of them to find out how they
were painted originally, and how they have been treated since.
The list of samples and the examination procedure are given on p.6
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Original decoration
When the lamps were installed in 1870, the iron was primed with a layer of lead white containing a
few particles of red lead.
A buff-coloured undercoat based on lead white and ochre was applied next and then the lamps were
painted black [Sample A13, p.4]. The black was found in samples taken from the lamp itself, from
the column and from the base and so the same colour was used for the whole structure.
The choice of black was unusual for exterior ironwork at this period. The colour did not become
fashionable in London until the 1920s.
The lamps must have still been black in 1880 when the West Gates were put in, because those also
were initially painted black.

Second lot of paint layers
The layers that immediately follow the original scheme are puzzling. In both of the Lamps examined,
these layers were only found in some samples taken from the lower part of the column and the base
[Sample A13, p.4] but not in samples from the upper part [Sample B4, p.5] and they may represent a
partial re-paint.
The lower part of the gas lamps were painted first a fairly bright green, and then immediately black
once more.

Later decorations
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The third time that they were painted there was a change, and the Lamps were now painted a
dark ‘bronze’ green applied over a grey undercoat. By this point the Gates also were also
being painted dark green.
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The Lamps continued to be painted dark green right through the first half of the twentieth
century, as were the Gates, but the Lamps were being painted less frequently, and with
different sets of paints, so they must have belonged to a different maintenance program.
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Partial paint stripping took place at some point in the mid twentieth century and then the
Lamps were painted a brighter green based on Prussian blue and chrome yellow. The same
change to brighter green took place around this time on the Gates, but once again the paint
type was not exactly the same.
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A thin coat of black was applied over the bright green. The same happened on the Gates, and
there the evidence suggests that the change took place after the Second World War.
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The ninth time that the Gas Lamps were painted, a reddish brown was chosen. Around this
time the Gates were also painted brown, but, as before, a different set of paints was used.
The choice of colour may have been based on the knowledge that brown was very fashionably
for urban ironwork in the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
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The penultimate time that Lamps were decorated the Gates were treated at the same time,
using the same materials. A red primer based on pure red iron oxide was brushed on,
followed a dark green. Since then the Gates have been painted three times, but the Lamps just
once.
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The most recent scheme, the one seen today, involved a mid-blue colour applied over a white
undercoat based on titanium dioxide white.
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SAMPLE A13
Decorative motif on base
present blue
dark green over red primer
brown scheme
black
mid C20th
bright green
2 lots of dark green
green over grey of
3rd scheme
black over green
of 2nd scheme

original black

Detail of original scheme

carbon black

undercoats

trace of primer
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SAMPLE B4
Scroll on capital
Fragment with early layers.
The same original black as in
Sample A13 on previous page,
but missing the paint layers of
the second scheme
green over grey of
3rd scheme
original black scheme

SAMPLE B12
Decorative motif on base
The same early layers as in
B4 above, and with more recent
schemes on top
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SAMPLE LOCATIONS
Lamp GL7 – closest to church on north side of
crescent

1
2

3

5

4
6
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9

lamp case
scrolls supporting lamp case
top of capital
ionic scroll on capital
flower on capital
decoration below flower
body of capital
base of capital
leaf at top of column

A15

column

7

8
9
15

10

11

13

A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15

moulding at top of base
below 10
decoration at front of base
leaf scroll at side of base
lower vertical part of base
column

12

14

7
Lamp GL6 – north side of path
B3
B4
B5
B6

top of capital, same as A3
scroll on capital, same as A4
flower on capital, same as A5
motif below flower, same as A6

B9
B12

leaf at top of column, same as A9
motif in centre of base, same as A12
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B16
B17
B18

16

17

frame of lamp case
post supporting top of case
bar for ladder

3

5

4
18

6
9

Examination procedure
The samples were examined under low magnification and then the pieces were mounted in coldsetting polyester resin to be cut and polished as cross-sections. The sections were compared and then
material from the coloured layers was dispersed on glass slides and the pigments identified using a
polarising light microscope. A chemical test for lead was carried out on key cross-sections.

